WKD 2021 Report

Name: AMEKOUDI Eyram Makafui Yoan Yawo

Organization name: University of Kara

Country: Togo

Number of events organized/collected in your country: 1

Activities of note (please give a brief description of the activity with links to online sources that mentioned it):

-Journée Mondiale du Rein à Kara

List of media that published WKD press releases or mentioned WKD related activities (newspapers, magazines, online publications, TV, radio, etc..) – please provide link to online sources:

-UK TV – University of Kara TV (on YouTube): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=74L6miVeZgQ&t=1055s


-TVT - Major and National TV: https://tvt.tg/category/sante/

List of celebrities involved and short description of their involvement

- Prefect (of Kozah): Facilitated the event by providing logistical support

Description of advocacy activities: Advocacy for the creation of a dialysis center in Kara: We have forwarded to the prefect a project for the construction of a low-cost dialysis center. A project that should help the entire northern region of Togo (+4 million inhabitants) without any dialysis centre within a radius of 200 km.

Advocacy with the presidency of the university to support this project which is essential for the region through a conference which took place in the university of Kara in front of teachers and student. We
show a film with 4 different patients who explain that, surely dialysis seems difficult but it maintains life and without it they should lose their life for a long time.
Attach representative pictures